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Chapter 9, Part 1

Atmospheric Pressure

Questions in Chapter 9

1. Why does the wind blow?
(pressure imbalances – this lecture)

2. How can one tell the winds direction by looking 
at weather charts?
(pressure differ. & other forces – next lecture)

Pressure

• Remember, pressure = force/area.
• Air pressure at the surface is due to the 

weight of air above us.
• Increasing altitude means less weight of air 

overhead and hence a lower pressure.
• The density = mass/volume also goes down 

with increased altitude.
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Pressure, Density, Temperature

• Pressure = temperature × density × constant
• This is the gas law or equation of state.
• For constant temperature

– Higher pressure implies more dense
– Lower pressure implies less dense.

• For constant pressure
– Higher temperature implies less dense
– Lower temperature implies more dense

Simplified Model

1. Air density remains constant 
from surface up to top of air 
column (approximation).

2. Width of column does not change 
with height.

1. Initial Columns of Air

• The two cities have 
the same elevation, 
temperature, and 
surface air pressures.
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2. Heated and Cooled Columns

• The air above City#1 
cools while above 
City#2 it warms.

• Above City#1 the air 
becomes more dense, 
while above City#2 the 
air becomes less dense.

3. Air Motion between Columns
• At the marked altitude 

there is more air above in 
the warm column (City#2).

• Consequently, there will be 
a higher pressure.

• The air flows from the high 
pressure (H) to the low 
pressure (L).

• The surface pressure over 
City#1 rises.

Summary from Model

• Heating and cooling of the air column 
• causes horizontal variations in the pressure 
• which in turn causes the air to more (wind).
• The pressure drops over the high pressure 

area which is warmer here.
• (The high pressure area is not always 

accompanied by a warmer surface.)
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Pressure Units

• Pressure = Force/Area
• In MKS units Force is measured in Newtons 

and Area in square meters.
• 1 Newton/meter2 = 1 Pascal (Pa)
• 100 Pa = 1 millibar (mb) = 0.001 bar
• At sea level standard atmospheric pressure 

is 1013.25 mb. 

Mercury Barometer
• A barometer measures pressure.
• In a mercury barometer the 

weight of the mercury column 
is balanced by the air pressure.

• Standard atmospheric pressure 
(1013.25mb) is equal to 29.92 
inches of Hg = 76 cm of Hg.

• Mercury is 13.6 times as dense 
as water so a water column 
would have to be 13.6 × 76cm 
= 10.3 meters tall!

Aneroid Barometer

• The aneroid cell is a 
small metal box with 
some of the air removed.

• As the air pressure 
changes the cell expands 
and contracts.

• Altimeters are aneroid 
barometers calibrated to 
measure altitude.
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Pressure as a Weather Predictor

• High pressure is associated with sinking air 
and normally fair weather.

• Lowe pressure is associated with rising air 
and usually cloudy, wet weather.

Examples of Sea Level Pressures

Lowest recorded (Typhoon Tip)87025.70
Hurricane Gilbert88826.22
Deep low pressure system98028.94
Average sea level pressure1013.2529.92
Strong high pressure system105031.00
Highest recorded in US (Montana)106431.42
Highest recorded (Siberia)108432.01

EventPressure
millibar

Pressure
inches Hg

1. Creating Pressure Maps

• The pressure varies more vertically than it does 
horizontally.

• The pressure difference between the bottom and top of 
the Empire State building is typically more than the 
difference between New York and Miami.

B
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2. Creating Pressure Maps

• Correct for pressure variations due to elevation.
• Here we use 10mb for every 100m of altitude.

3. Creating Pressure Maps

• Make many such pressure readings.
• Connect points with the same pressure (isobars).
• Sometimes one will have to interpolate.

Example Pressure Map/Chart

• Pressures are at a 
constant height
(sea level).

• Not all 
measurements 
are shown.
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Smoothed Pressure Map/Chart

• Compare to map today.

Pressure Maps at other Heights

• The isobars are not the 
same at all elevations.

Constant Height vs. Constant Pressure

• In these maps the elevation was held 
constant (e.g. at sea level) and the pressure 
varied.

• Since the pressure changes with altitude, we 
could also fix the pressure and vary the 
height.

• This is called a constant pressure chart.
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1. Constant Pressure Chart

2. Constant Pressure Chart

• Higher heights correspond to higher than normal pressures 
and lower heights to lower than normal pressures.

Elevations for Isobaric Charts

53,20016,200100

38,70011,800200

18,4005,600500

9,8003,000700

4001201000

Approximate 
Elevation (ft)

Approximate 
Elevation (m)

Isobaric Surface 
in millbar
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Example Constant Pressure Chart

• In the N. hemisphere air is warmer in the south and 
colder in the north.

• The colder dense air reaches the same pressure at a 
lower height.

Ridges and Troughs

• The height contours show waves indicating ridges 
(elongated highs) and troughs (elongated lows).

Comparison of Constant Height 
and Constant Pressure Charts

Constant Height (sea level) Constant Pressure (500 mb)
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Summary

• Pressure differences on the earth’s surface cause 
winds to blow.

• One mechanism that produces pressure 
differences is heating and cooling of air.

• Pressure maps can be made either
– at constant height graphing pressure contours or
– at constant pressure graphing height contours.


